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Abstract—In this paper we present a new protocol for routing
in intermittently connected mobile ad hoc networks. The proposed
protocol establishes a single probabilistic gradient that can be
followed to reach any destination in the network. In order to
establish this gradient, nodes periodically exchange counting
Bloom filters that condense the topological information known
by nodes. Experimental results based on extensive detailed
simulations show that the proposed protocol clearly outperforms
the epidemic routing protocol by delivering up to three times
more data packets.

I. INTRODUCTION

Delay tolerant networks (DTN) are a convenient alterna-
tive to provide communication services in situations where
installing communication infrastructure is not practical [1].
Examples of such scenarios are search and rescue missions
or networks used to collect migration data of Zebras in Africa
[2]. A DTN can be modeled by a directed multi-graph where
each edge models a particular type of link with an specific
capacity. The latter model situations where two nodes can be
joined by different types of network interfaces, for instance,
by a data mule, a satellital link or a modem-based telephonic
link. In general, the capacity of a link can be seen as a time
variant function that take values from zero capacity when the
link is not available, to a predefined maximum capacity that
reflects the nature of the link. This way, an edge en connecting
nodes u, v in the multigraph indicates that there is a link
between nodes u, v in the delay tolerant network. An edge
(link) can be defined by e = ((u, v), ce(t), de(t)) where ce(t)
is a time varying capacity function, de(t) is a time varying
delay function and (u, v) is an ordered pair that indicates the
direction of the link.

The problem of routing in a DTN can be defined as follows.
Given a time-varying multigraph G(t) = (V (t), E(t)) and two
nodes o, d ∈ V (t) find a sequence of operations γ1γ2 . . . γn
that take a packet generated by the origin o to the destination
d. The set γi of operations are part of the alphabet Γ that is
defined as follows.

• Transmission operations from node u to node v de-
noted by γ(u,v). A packet is transmitted from node u
to node v.

• Storing a data packet in the local cache of node u
denoted by γstore: A packet is stored in the local
cache until a condition is met and the packet is either
transmitted or deleted.

• Copying operation denoted by γr. Creates an exact
copy if a data packet.

The problem of routing in intermittently connected net-
works is known to belong to the class of NP-Hard problems
[3], even in the case where both the history of how nodes
contact each other and the traffic load are known ahead of time.
The proof proceeds by reducing the problem of Edge-Disjoint
Paths to the problem of routing in intermittently connected
networks.

II. RELATED WORK

Because of space limitations we present a small sample
of the papers that have addressed the problem of routing in
intermittently connected networks.

A. Epidemic

This routing algorithm was proposed in 2000 [4] as a sim-
ple solution that until this days is kept as a comparison example
for every other routing algorithm for DTN’s. The solutions that
this algorithm computes are optimal for delivering the packets
to their correspondent destinations, nevertheless this algorithm
carries with important trade offs specially in internal storage
and network capacity.

The method used by this algorithm is similar to an in-
fection, where packets represent the disease and the nodes
that carry them are called “carriers”. This way the packets
can spread out very quickly through the connected segments
of the network. From this point on, the algorithm exploits
the node’s mobility to reach other network segments and
keep spreading the packets until they reach their destination.
With this propagation model the packets are almost always
delivered except for the cases in which the destination exists
in a completely isolated network segment or the case in which
the destination does not even exists. We have to point out
that Epidemic is a brute force algorithm that employs every
possible route in the network to reach the destination.

B. PRoPHET

An important number of simulations of ad hoc routing
algorithms are based on mobility models that use random
walks, nevertheless this does not happens in reality, instead, the
mobile nodes/users follow predictable paths based on repetitive
behavioral patterns. For example, if a node has visited a
location many times in the past, there’s a high probability
that this node will be there in the near future. Following this
reasoning, PRoPHET [5] uses this information to improve the
routing in DTN’s.



To achieve this, Lindgreen et.al. propose a metric called
delivery probability P(a,b) ∈ [0, 1], which is defined in every
node a to any known destination b. This metric consists in a
more general way of a probability distribution so the maximum
value would be associated to the nodes which the contacts are
frequent and the minimum probability to those destinations
which are sporadically seen.

This value indicates how probable is that the node a can
actually deliver messages to their destinations. Whenever two
nodes come into transmission range, this two nodes exchange
summaries of the packets each one has, including the delivery
probability for each destination. The information of the sum-
mary is then used to request the packets for which they can
be a better route.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

To establish a probabilistic gradient throughout the net-
work, nodes periodically exchange counting Bloom filters that
condense the information regarding the set of node identifiers
with which this node has had an encounter. From the filters
received from each neighbor, nodes compute the probability
of reaching any destination D through that neighbor.

A. Filter operations

Our proposal uses counting Bloom Filters. A Counting
Bloom Filter F is an array of c counters that can take values
from 0 to m. Given a filter F , F [x] denotes the value of
the x − th counter (with x ∈ 1, ..., c) contained in the filter.
Furthermore we will denote Fm

c as the set of every filter
composed of c counters with a capacity of m. We also denote
the empty filter as Fm

0 where all counters are set to 0.

Counting Bloom Filters can be used to store the identity of
a set of nodes. To achieve this, we use the insert operation that
takes as input a filter F and the identifier a ∈ ADDR of a node
(where ADDR is the space of node identifiers in the network).
To insert the identity a of a node in a filter F , denoted by
F +a, the value of k independent hash functions is calculated
(hi : ADDR → {0 . . .m} with i ∈ {1 . . . k}) to obtain the
index of k counters that will be set to the value of m. This way,
the operation defined by F + a results in F [hi(a)]← m with
i ∈ {1 . . . k}. Please note that this operation is different from
the traditional addition operation defined for Counting Bloom
Filters where the counter values are incremented in one unit.

We define two extra operations over the filters. The degra-
dation operation which is an unary operation that consists
in decrementing in a single unit the value of each one of
the counters with probability p. This operation is denoted by
∆p : Fm

c → Fm
c and is defined by Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 ∆p(F )

for i = 1→ c do
if F [i] > 0 then

F [i]← F [i]− 1; with a probability p
end if

end for

The second operation is the binary addition operation
which is denoted by ⊕ : Fk

c × Fm
c → Fm

c . This operation

combines the value of two filters Fi and Fj following Algo-
rithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Addition(Fi, Fj)
Fx is a new filter;
for l = 1→ c do

Fx[l]← max{Fi[l], Fj [l]}
end for
return Fx

Each node i will keep two filters F ∗i and F t
i . F ∗i is constant

through time and is defined as F0 + i. F t
i is time dependent

and its content changes because of the updates received from
neighboring nodes and from a periodical degradation process.
When a node i receives a filter F t

j from its neighbor j, i
updates the value of its own filter F t+1

i according to Eq. 1.
Additionally, every node i stores the last received filters from
its neighbors in the structure Ni.

F t+1
i ← ∆p(F t

j )⊕ F t
i (1)

The filter F t
i is periodically degraded according to the Eq.

2, as a way to implement a probabilistic soft state.

F t+1
i ← ∆p(F t

i )⊕ F ∗i (2)

Lastly, the probability to reach a destination through node i
is calculated with Eq. 3. The assigned probability to each node
in the network is precisely the one that defines the probabilistic
gradient. Please note that under this scheme the probability of
reaching the node i through itself is 1.

prDi ←
∑
∀x|F∗

D[x]>0 F
t
i [x]

km
(3)

B. Protocol

The message exchange mechanism is formulated as an
asynchronous communication with a limited set of messages.
The messages are as follows.

• BLF: Contains filter F t
i

• SUV: Array of packet identifiers. It is used to publish
the set of messages stored in this node.

• REQ: Array of packet identifiers. Set of messages not
previously seen by this node.

• DAT: Message that contains a set of data packets.

Every node i broadcast a message mBLF containing
his own Bloom Filter F t

i every interval of th seconds.
Upon reception of a message mBLF , node j proceeds to
update its own filter by means of Eq. 1 and to calculate
the new delivery probability through node i with the Eq. 3.
Those packets where the delivery probability of i is greater
than a previously established threshold Ue are added as a tuple
(origin, destiny, sourceport, destinyport, sequenceNumber)
to a list Lsuv which will be sent inside a mSUV message.
This list represents the packets for which i could aid to reach
their destination and therefore could be of interest to i.



Variable description Value
Data flows [1]

Simulation area (square area) [2]
Pause time [3]

Mobility model Random Waypoint
Nodes in the network 100

Minimum velocity for nodes 0 m/s
Maximum velocity for nodes 20 m/s

Packets per data flow 1000
Tx. rate 1 packet/sec

Propagation model Omnidirectional/Two-ray ground
Transmission range 250 m

Packet size 128 bytes
Simulation time 5000 seconds
Buffer capacity 2048 packets
Ue Threshold 0.1

Degradation probability 0.5
Degradation interval 3 seconds

HELLO interval 1 second (±0.25 seconds)

TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS.

Exp. Values Reference value
1 10,15,20 flows 10
2 2Km×2Km, 3Km×3Km, 4Km×4Km 3Km×3Km
3 10,20,40 s 0 s

TABLE II. SPECIFIC PARAMETERS FOR EACH EXPERIMENT.

When node i receives a message mSUV , it must corrobo-
rate the existence of each packet in the list list Lsuv to avoid
receiving duplicated packets. Those packets that do not exist
in the internal buffer will be added to a new Lreq list which
is sent to the node j in an mREQ message.

When node j receives the list Lreq , it replies by sending
every data packet requested by i in a mDAT message. Node i
simply receives the data packets and if the packet is destined
to the node itself the packet is passed to upper layer, otherwise
it is stored in the internal buffer. Lastly, every node i in the
network periodically degrades its filter F t

i by means of Eq. 2.

It is important to point out that in the presence of false
positives, data packets can be disseminated towards regions
of the network that do not contain the destination, however,
this will not prevent the proposed routing protocol to also
disseminate the packets towards the true positive, namely, the
intended destination.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

We designed a set of three experiments to asses the impact
of different variables over the performance of the proposed
protocol. In the first scenario we increase the amount of
traffic injected into the network, in the second we vary the
node density and in the third we evaluate the effect of nodes
mobility.

The experiments consists in a series of simulations per-
formed with the NS2 simulator version 2.34 [6]. We also
implemented a pure Epidemic algorithm that is used to provide
baseline for our performance analysis. The general parameters
used in all simulations are presented in Table I.

A. Results

Fig. 1 presents the simulation results for the two protocols
under three different scenarios. The first column of the figure

shows the results of Experiment 1 where the number of
concurrent data flows is increased from 10 to 20. The second
column corresponds to the results of Experiment 2 where we
decrease the node density. Lastly, the third column shows
the results of Experiment 3 where we increase the pause
time from 10 seconds to 40 seconds. These parameters are
condensed in Table II where the“reference value” column
indicates the values of the parameters that are fixed during
a given experiment. We use packet delivery ratio, end-to-
end delay and the overhead induced by the protocols as our
performance metrics.

From Fig. 1 we can observe that, in the three scenarios,
the proposed protocol clearly outperforms Epidemic in terms
of the percentage of packets delivered. The low packet delivery
ratio attained by Epidemic is caused by a rapid saturation of the
buffers of the nodes. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm
only propagates packets towards those regions of the network
where is more likely to find the destination and hence it does
not waste buffer space of nodes that are located far away from
the intended destinations.

The behavior of our proposal is expected and reasonably
adequate, when the traffic increases the packet delivery rate is
reduced but not in a significantly way. We can see a good per-
formance of our proposal when the node density is increased,
or in other words when the simulation area is increased.
This behavior is because of the fact that in a more densely
populated network the probabilistic gradient will require a
quicker degradation to keep up to the changes in the network
topology. On the other hand, a network with relatively few
connections will take advantage of the probabilistic gradient
and thus deliver more packets. We can also observe that the
pause time in the mobility of the nodes has a little effect on this
metric, nevertheless if the nodes tend to stay in a single place
we can see that the packet delivery ratio is reduced because
of the diminution of contacts between nodes that can carry
packets across the network partitions.

Regarding end-to-end delay we can observe that Epidemic
performs better than the proposed algorithm, however this
is an expected result because of the fact that Epidemic is a
brute force solution and therefore using all possible paths to
reach the destination always includes the path that takes the
minimum time to reach the destination. Secondly this metric
is desirable to be low but not a requirement for algorithms
because of the inherent nature of the delay tolerant networks.
In this case, our algorithm has the performance expected,
which is that the delivery time slightly increases with the
amount of traffic in the network and has a better performance
in a scarcely connected network. The results also show that the
end-to-end delay attained by the proposed protocol is almost
insensitive to changes in the pause time.

Lastly, for the overhead induced by the protocols we can
observe that, our proposal has a significantly larger overhead
than Epidemic. The latter is because of the introduction of
extra control packets. Another reason is that the packet size
used for the simulations is smaller than the protocol header
itself.
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Fig. 1. Performance of proposed algorithm versus Epidemic.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed two new operations over Counting
Bloom Filters, the unary operation degradation and the bi-
nary operation addition. This operations can be used to si-
multaneously establish multiple probabilistic gradients over
intermittently connected ad hoc networks. The purpose of
the degradation operation is to support a probabilistic soft
state scheme in which the nodes “forget” the information
received from its neighbors. In this way, the probability of
finding a recently seen node will be higher in general that
the probability of finding a node that has not been seen in
a long period of time. On the other hand the degradation
operation is also used whenever two nodes exchange their own
filters to model the fact that the topological information that
is obtained through a neighboring node is more precise in the
node that originated that information than in the node that
received it. Similarly, the addition operation is used to merge
the topological information contained in two filters into a third
one, so when two nodes exchange filters, each one updates its
perspective of the network based in its own information and
the one obtained through the interactions of the neighboring
node across the network.

The proposed scheme has the advantage that establishes
probabilistic gradients simultaneously for all the nodes. This
contrasts with previous works in this area that require the
dissemination of control information for every destination node
which is not scalable. In the proposed scheme it is sufficient
that the nodes periodically exchange hello messages with their
one-hop neighbors. Therefore, the protocol complexity is con-
stant in terms of the network size. Furthermore the proposed
scheme has the advantage that it combines in a simple way

the concepts of probability of encounter and hop distance
towards the destinations. When the network is connected, the
probabilistic gradients are similar to the traditional gradients
based on hop distances. On the other hand when the network
is partitioned the gradient will be similar to those who take
the probability of encounter as base. This way, the proposed
algorithm can work in more generalized scenarios than the
previous work that exploits the “social behavior” of the nodes.

By means of simulation based performance analysis we
showed that the proposed algorithm is a viable alternative for
routing in delay tolerant networks. Our experimental results
shows that the proposed algorithm delivers up to three times
more packets than the Epidemic routing algorithm.
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